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Through our Contract Manufacturing services, Polysciences offers tailored solutions to 
support your product manufacturing pipeline and accelerate time to market. Whether 
you’re embarking on a new product launch, looking to us as a new source for current 
products or expanding your catalog through private labeling, we have the expertise, 
capabilities and operations to get you there. Our comprehensive and flexible services 
allow you to select exactly the service you need at any point in your workflow, and 
our state-of-the-art manufacturing and processing equipment can accommodate your 
project from pilot scale to bulk production.
 
As dedicated partners, our experienced project management team will be with you 
throughout your entire process. We’re happy to see your project through formulation and 
packaging challenges, filling with options including world class ISO 5 or 8 cleanrooms, 
technical concerns, product design and more, giving our full attention to the project at 
hand, both quickly and accurately. Thanks to decades of experience, numerous clients 
big and small have successfully started, completed and continued their projects with us 
here at Polysciences.
 
When it comes to working with us, know that your project will be met with knowledge, 
ingenuity and care by our entire Contract Manufacturing team. With modern, flexible 
project spaces and production suites, cGMP and ISO 13485 certification, we’re devoted 
to helping you develop superior product, all while meeting deadlines and bringing out the 
best in your concept.

From raw materials to the final product, we’re prepared to be 
with you every step of the way.

PROCESSING

• Solids & liquid filling

• Room temp & hot-pour, emulsion and 

gel materials

• Flammable & hazardous

• WFI grade and DI water systems

• Custom blending – solids, liquids,  

high viscosity

• Polymer processing (cryogenic 

milling) 

PACKAGING

• Shrink tunnels & induction sealers, 

including tamper evident packaging

• Bulk drums, bottles, tubes, & packs

• In-line labeling 

• Kit assembly 

Leverage our facilities and expertise!


